INDOOR WATERPARKS

DESIGNED TO YIELD
YEAR-ROUND REVENUE

Fill beds year-round with the proven draw of an indoor waterpark.
Whether your resort is up north or far down south, building an indoor water park
is guaranteed to create year round appeal no matter what weather challenges you
face. A proven winner, indoor water parks are the answer b helping shore up low
occupancy rates in both the shoulder and off-seasons.
ADG’s flexible InDepthTM approach to indoor waterpark design and construction,
means we deliver a revenue-generating resort setting, designed to increase your
market base and grow your bottom line. Unlike any other company in the industry,
only ADG has the experience and know-how to get your project done right from the
start- from concept to completion on time and on budget.

SMART SOLUTIONS FOR REAL SUCCESS.

ATTRACT THE ALL-SEASON
VACATIONER
KALAHARI SANDUSKY
ADG designed and built the original Kalahari
waterpark, enhanced with African theming woven
throughout. A series of unique ride attractions were
incorporated including the world’s first indoor Double
Flowrider® and the world’s first “Zip Coaster” indoor
water ride.
ADG later completed a phase two, adding a
mezzanine with two waterslides to maximize volume
and increase capacity. Other innovative additions
included ADG’s Texlon® Transparent Roofing System
and a 14,000 sqft indoor wave pool with zero-depth
beach entry and six foot waves. A second indoor
double Flowrider® was also added to meet the
growing demand.

WILDERNESS RESORT
The Wildnerness in the Smokies indoor waterpark is
a state-of-the-art 66,000 sqft indoor waterpark also
featuring our Texlon® transparent roofing system that
allows sunshine in and guests the opportunity to tan
year-round. The indoor waterpark features a 10,000
sqft wavepool, a family raft ride, body slides, a multilevel play structuce and a FlowRider® single surf
attraction.

SPLIT ROCK
ADG designed and built Split Rock’s 53,326 sqft
“H2ooohh” indoor family waterpark which is located
in the Town Center at Split Rock Resort. Designed to
accomodate guests of all ages, ADG incorporated
three four-story slides, a wavepool, activity pool,
jungle-themed play structure with dumping bucket,
and a lilly pad crossing area into the ride mix. ADG
also supplied Split Rock with Pennsylvania’s first
indoor FlowRider®.
For more information on ADG’s Indoor Waterpark projects visit: www.aquaticgroup.com/our-work
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DESIGN/BUILD. No one knows water parks
like ADG. Our unique InDepth™ approach to
designing and building the optimal water park
utilizes a combined methodology for planning,
design, construction and manufacturing that
brings our clients expertise and flexibility not
found anywhere else in the industry. More than
just installing a slide or flashy new ride, our
innovative approach is developed to increase
your market base, grow your bottom line, and
create a superior guest experience.

EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER. Making
your vision a reality and getting it right from the
start, from conceptual renderings and planning
to innovative product design and construction
services, inspires the dedicated team at ADG.
We are committed to delivering smart, bottomline strengthening products and solutions.
No other company has the ability to offer the
flexibility on project fulfillment and followthrough, from concept to completion, like ADG.

DISCOVER THE ADG ADVANTAGE
www.aquaticgroup.com
1.518.783.0038
13 Green Mountain Drive
Cohoes, NY 12047

